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I wanted to start with just some basics to kick start your
manifestation process.  So here you will find the 3 basic points for
the law of attraction that you can actively add into your life with

relative ease.  
Remember this is a work in progress, you won't remember to do
this all the time and no one is expecting that.  But sometimes you

just have to check back in with yourself, check your thoughts,
check how you are talking to yourself and remember to tweak

where necessary.
 

We can work with these 3 points immediately around our goals.
Even before you are clear on your goals, although the clearer

you are in time the more the universe can understand what it is
you are trying to ask for.  However, for now we can take our
goals and apply these techniques and see how it affects our

mindset for a start!
 

FIRST THINGS FIRST - Manifestation/Law of Attraction what is it?
And how can it help me get to what I want?

 
Manifestation, within 'spiritual' terms is the process of obtaining

something you want and desire by process of universal gift,
guidance or alchemy.  A simple example would be manifesting

money when it's needed by receiving an unexpected windfall or
gift of cash.

 
Law of Attraction  (LOA) - Refers to the process of using universal
law to attract what it is you are focused on and bring it into your

life.  Law of Attraction has become a very popular thing now
since the book, and TV programme, The Secret.  There are lots of

opinions on different parts of LOA, and I am not here to
confirm/deny/argue these. I will however express what has

been the case for me in my life.  This law is based around the idea
that our ideas/thoughts have an energetic frequency which
attracts like for like.  e.g. thinking about money positively it

comes to you, think about it negatively unexpected bill comes in. I
will touch on the positive/negative aspect below. 

 



What are the 3 simple techniques we can use to catapult us into
using the LOA with ease?

 

1 - WORDS MATTER
This is where 2 points from the previous page come into play.

Firstly being specific and secondly positivity.
 

Specificity - Trust me on this one, it is important. No point listing
all your attributes of your dream man and forgetting to put you

want him to be over 6ft tall as you will get everything except that
and be disappointed he turns up as your knight in shining

armour and is 5'4.  So when you think about what you want in
your life, make it clear!  How many bedrooms in that house do

you want? How many children do you want? What type of hotel
do you want when you go on holiday, and throw in exactly
where you want to go!  Just make sure you are clear to the

universe what you want. Write it all down, every last detail that
comes to mind.

 
Positivity - Now no one is positive all the time, if they say they
are they're lying or perhaps have a medical condition...Either
way, NO.  But your words to yourself are as important as the

words you voice to other people.  This is something that will take
time, but try to start looking at how you speak especially to

yourself.
During the day if you catch yourself thinking 'eh this always

happens to me', 'I can't have that it's impossible' or even 'I don't
deserve that' start to change these thoughts. Remember things

are happening for you not to you, just because you can't see why
right now doesn't make it untrue. Nothing is impossible you can

take small steps towards the impossible every day and it's slowly
becoming possible and lastly why? Why don't you deserve that?
Start questioning your inner critic, moody little things they are!

Don't believe everything they tell you, start challenging them and
stepping up to change things in your life.  The more you do this

the easier it will become. Think of it as a muscle, you have to
train it to be able to perform on demand. At first you may only be

able to lift with that muscle a couple of times, then it will be a
couple more....and eventually you will be using that muscle

without even realising!
 



 
 

2 - EMOTIONS MATTER
The universe as we know it is entirely made up of energy, and
energy is all it understands.  When we think in terms of this we

realise how important our energy is to our day to day lives.
 

Love is the highest frequency we can be, it is our natural state
before we came to this earth. Our souls are this love frequency.
Others with a high frequency are joy and gratitude.  These are

important emotional frequencies when it comes to the LOA.
 

When we manifest we have to insert our emotional energy into
the image we have for ourselves.  If you want a nice house with a

beautiful view, you can't simply just think about the house and
expect the universe to know you really want it.  If you think

about the house and imagine yourself in it feeling joyful, think
how grateful you are to wake up each day in this house and how

much you love the view from your bedroom window.  Putting
that emotion into it catapults it to a higher level in terms of LOA. 

 
Gratitude is something the universe really resonates with. I

would recommend, daily if possible, being grateful for things.
This can be written in your journal, typed on an instagram post,

or just said/felt inside your head as you brush your teeth. 
 However you do it, do it with LOVE. Really feel that love
frequency in gratitude for what is in your life right now.

 
A second trick with the gratitude is being thankful for things that
are yet to come.  So that house we envisioned, be grateful that
you know it is coming into your life. Or grateful that it is in your

life.  Time is a man made concept and really anything you want is
in your energetic field right now...you just haven't seen it in the

physical just yet. But you will.
 

Embody as much love and gratitude as you can as regularly as
you can and see how the universe multiplies it for you.  



 
 

3 - FAKE IT UNTIL YOU MAKE IT
 

This is one of my favourite tricks of LOA. It is as simple as it
sounds.  As I stated above time is a construct of our human form
that we have subconsciously placed on ourselves.  The universe,
our souls and spirit do not work on timeframes.  They work on
energy alone, so they don't understand the difference between

faking the energy now when you don't have it to the energy you
give off when you do have it.  When the energies align is when

the manifestation is here!
 

Now if you want 10 million pounds in your bank account I am not
saying go out and spend all your money as if you are rich now.
But there are things you can do that trick your ego and energy

into being in the rich mindset.  You could think of things you
would do if you were rich, I personally would have flowers

delivered every day.  So I would go and buy myself some flowers
for my home, perhaps only the cheap £3 ones from Tesco but

they look pretty and they make me feel as if I am lavish.
 

It is also important to note that when you've created your
goals/wishes for your life that you see steps between where you
are now and where you want to be eventually.  So if you want a
successful business that makes enough to buy your dream house
you're faking it until you make it needs to work on where your

brain can resonate, so smaller steps sometimes help.  Fake it until
you make it with a simple step of acting/knowing you have more
clients than ever before and that you can see the dramatic rise in
your income. Celebrate the win of doubling last months revenue

for example rather than celebrating buying the house, if your
brain can't see how you get to the end result it can be hard to

raise your vibration to that goal.  But taking steps along the way
your brain can understand and be truthful in emitting that

frequency.  That frequency gets matched by the universe and
before you know it you get that double month so you can

upgrade your fakery!! 


